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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

GOSAAS MIGRATES FIRST LIVE CUSTOMER OF AGILE PLM TO ORACLE CLOUD
WILMINGTON, DEL. – MAY 15, 2018 – GoSaaS, Inc. announced today that they have
successfully migrated their first Oracle Agile PLM customer over to both Oracle Product
Development Cloud (PD) and Oracle Product Data Hub Cloud (PDH).
The high technology customer was an Agile PLM adopter for more than 20 years, utilizing Agile
9.3.4 before moving to the latest release of Oracle Cloud PLM. The migration, implementation
and training for this project took GoSaaS about 12 weeks to complete.
With a background of hundreds of Oracle Agile PLM and Cloud PLM implementations, the
GoSaaS cloud-ready methodology that was used with this project allowed for a cohesive
partnership with the customer. GoSaaS is considered as one of the first Oracle partners to
complete a successful on-premises to cloud implementation.
“We are pleased not only about the success of this implementation but about how appreciative
the customer has been throughout the process. The decision for the customer to go to the cloud
was an easy one for them as they knew that the cloud is the future and that they wanted to get
away from server usage. The GoSaaS team was eager to address concerns with the migration
process and we have continued to help with any additional questions that arise,” said Hassan
Ramay, Managing Partner for GoSaaS.
GoSaaS, Inc. is comprised of a highly experienced and dedicated team of 120+ industry and
technology experts who have served customers within a variety of industries worldwide, making
GoSaaS one of the larger Oracle Cloud consulting teams.
###
About GoSaaS, Inc.
GoSaaS is the go-to partner for implementing SaaS (software as a service) products and
solutions for Oracle PLM Cloud. As an Oracle Gold Partner, GoSaaS specializes in on-premises
to cloud migrations, implementations and training for Oracle Product Development Cloud,
Oracle Innovation Management Cloud, Oracle Product Data Hub and Oracle Project Portfolio
Management Cloud.
For more information about GoSaaS, Inc. please contact Meghan Dey at 951-264-1795 or by
email at meghan@gosaas.io. You may also visit GoSaaS, Inc. on the web at http://gosaas.io.

